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Yest® is the tool they need. It helps industrialized test 
centres of large organisations confronted with the 
complexity of IT systems get more out of their test 
production line, so that they get faster and more Agile.

With Agile and digital transformation accelerating 
development cycles, QA teams increasingly need a 
dedicated tool for test development activities (design, 
implementation, maintenance) so that they are more 
responsive, gain in productivity and can improve the 
relevance of their tests.

Explore Yest®

With Yest®, the tester can visually transcribe 
business logic of functional inputs using 
a visual representation of application 
workflows. This helps in rapidly designing 
the most relevant test scenarios.

Yest® also offers the tester a set of assistants 
that facilitate the implementation of scenarios 
that are meant to be run manually as well as 
functional scripts that are to be automated.

The produced tests are automatically 
published in the test environment selected 
by the project team. 

updating tests during functional evolution 
is extremely quick with Yest®: automatic 
impact calculation, propagation of changes 
in Yest repository, publication and test 
lifecycle management in the third-party test 
environment.
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Yest®, the visual test design and implementation solution for functional testers:
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Accelerates production of test scenarios 
  Automatic real-time consistency check between  
the scenarios and the graphical workflows

  Automatic test scenarios generation 

  Assisted test scenarios development

  “Suggest” function to auto-complete a scenario  
that was manually initiated

  Directly edit text to fine-tune scenarios

Easy-to-use graphic interface for visual  
test design and control over test coverage

  User-friendly graphic interface to draw application  
workflows and sub-workflows

  Control over test coverage based on user-defined criteria 
(requirements, User Stories, risks, priorities, etc.)

  Graphic representation of test coverage achieved  
by the scenarios produced, real-time updates

  Refactoring of changes

  Test data and business rules presented in a simple table layout

Preparing manual test campaigns 

  Creation of detailed test actions for 
manual test execution by people not 
familiar with the application

  Definition of test campaigns

  Editor for publishing manual scenarios 
into test management tools (MF-ALM, 
XRay, SquashTM, TestRail, TestLink, etc.)

Project management and integration in the tool chain 
  Management of project elements in the form of a file explorer 

  Easy collaborative work with differences highlighted and copy-paste  
of projects, workflows and sub-workflows 

  Version management with SVN and Git

  Test publication and lifecycle management in the selected repository (MF-ALM, XRay, TestRail…)
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dATA sETs, AgIlE And AuTomATIon 

Manual test campaigns are costly, especially when they are disrupted by incorrect or missing data. 

To make manual test campaigns reliable and to make the best of automated scripts, Yest® helps you 
define data sets required for the execution of each test scenario that is produced.

Yest® defines data sets by 
differentiating between 
“Design data” (usually logical 
data) and “implementation 
data” (concrete data), and 
manages the link between 
them throughout the test 
lifecycle. 

So design data, which 
has business significance, 
clarifies concrete data, which 
is often meaningless in form.  

4 AcceleRAtion fActoRs
  Automatic selection of required logical  
data combinations via drag & drop  
of test scenarios into the data set editor  

  Simple adjustment of test intensity  
via data variability 

  Publication of test scenarios  
with corresponding data sets 

  Single maintenance point for data sets  
and automatic propagation of changes  
in all appropriate scenarios

2   make your test automation simpler 
With the adoption of Agile and DevOps, test automation becomes a necessity. Yest® gives you end-
to-end control of the automation process, from design to maintenance, while optimising your test 
automation engineer efforts. 

  Native implementation of keyword-based 
automation best practice 

  Structuring test creation so that it follows 
the automation approach (differentiation 
between business flow, data, technical logic 
expressed in keywords)

  Publication of scripts for a majority of tools 
available on the market 

  Collaboration between test designer and 
automation engineer for a better definition of 
keyword granularity and also to avoid the test 
automation engineer to redo part of the test 
designer’s work.

  Easy maintenance that can be carried out 
frequently by the test designer, without 
having to involve the automation engineer 

Yest® displays the entire test script in tabular form, including initialization  
& finalization script and parameters, for final check before publication  
in the test automation environment

Spotlight on…
1   Definition of data sets and data set lifecycle management

And many others…

>> E.g.: contrat n°MX833170F (concrete execution data) corresponds to an 
automobile insurance contract for a young male driver (logical data). 

BusInEss
Design data 

EXEcuTIon
Implementation data



The advantages of yest® in an Agile project 

  Easy implementation of ATDD and BDD approaches 

  Integration with Agile ecosystems (Jira, Xray, Cucumber, etc.)

  Acceleration of automation and maintenance 

  Visual contextualisation of user stories

  Creation of living documentation for applications

>> An application workflow >> Epic

credit subscription  
at retailer’s

>> Decision table expressing the user story (with traceability link)

in 2 clicks, link the test case  
to the User Story in Jira for traceability purpose

For IT systems managers, it is challenging to go Agile at scale. The approach needs to be adapted 
to the size and nature of the organisation. Yest® offers IT system testing departments with visual 
artefacts that allows them to reduce organisational silos, to communicate effectively with the project 
stakeholders, and to quickly align with others. Yest® gives them the speed and responsiveness 
required to be in sync with the faster pace of sprints. 

Yest facilitates communication, information sharing and alignment

3   go Agile on a large scale 

>> User-Stories

As a partner retailer,  
I can offer my client  
an insurance policy for  
his consumer credit  
in order to subscribe to it 
right in the shop
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Yest® and you
Testing services provided in remote test centres for Agile projects 

A large multi-national IT services organisation 
operates a test centre in Nantes, France, and offers 
testing services from this centre to its customers. 
How can the test centre provide testing services to 
Agile teams sitting in Paris or another city in France? 
How to re-establish proximity with customers despite 
the geographical distance? How to ensure smooth 
collaboration between people working on a project 
and avoid testing becoming a bottleneck? This IT 
services company answered these questions by 
integrating Yest® into its tool chain comprising Xray, 
Cucumber and Selenium. 

Results:

  The visual representations in Yest® have 
simplified communication and promoted 
mutual understanding between the test centre 
and its customer – this reduced the back-and-
forth due to miscommunication by 50%

  Productivity gains of 18% in the design phase 
and 40% in the maintenance phase 

  Better control over test coverage 

  Greater responsiveness

  Greater satisfaction for test teams and for their 
customers 

A large French company leverages its Indian entity  
to automate more tests 

This customer is the largest software vendor in France, 
with emblematic products that are market leaders. 
Their IT system bears a close resemblance to the typical 
image of what is common on the market: complex 
systems, multiple and legacy software, in-house 
developments, web applications and customised 
ERPs, different versions for each country, etc.

Two factors set them apart from the rest: on the one 
hand, some of their teams in charge of IT systems are 
in India, geographically and culturally far from the 
nerve centre in France which writes the requirement 
specifications; and on the other hand, this customer 
has a high level – nearly 100% - of test automation. 

With Yest®, the customeR Was able  
to achieve theiR aims: 

  Thanks to the visual representations in 
Yest®, significant reduction in time spent on 
functional knowledge transfer between French 
and Indian teams 

  Strong correlation (without introducing the 
least functional deviation) between the test 
design done in France and the automated 
scripts developed in India 

  Seamless integration of Yest® in the customer’s 
test automation chain 

  Significant efficiency gains in test updates 
during functional evolution 

  All in all, significant productivity gains and a 
greater percentage of tests automated

A major insurance company takes a great leap forward in testing 

This insurance company is a subsidiary of a leading 
bank in France. In a very competitive landscape, the 
company extended its range of offerings, making the 
applications supporting these offerings even more 
complex. The increasing complexity gave rise to a 
wave of non-quality. Audits revealed that a lack of 
automation in QA practices led to this situation, and 
the company chose Yest® to boost its test processes.

   Improved control and better collaboration over  
test coverage 

   Optimisation of the test repository – better reuse

  More productive test campaigns 

  Better leveraging of the functional knowledge 
of people 

  A growing percentage of non-regression tests 
automated 


